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Interpretation of strong and conditional recommendations
The strength of a recommendation is expressed as either strong ("the guideline panel recommends..."), or conditional ("the guideline panel suggests…") and has the following interpretations.
Strong recommendation c
For patients: Most individuals in this situation would want the recommended course of action, and only a small proportion would not. For policy makers: The recommendation can be adopted as policy in most situations. Adherence to this recommendation according to the guideline could be used as a quality criterion or performance indicator. For researchers: The recommendation is supported by credible research or other convincing judgments that make additional research unlikely to alter the recommendation. On occasion, a strong recommendation is based on low or very low certainty in the evidence. In such instances, further research may provide important information that alters the recommendations.
Conditional recommendation c
For patients: The majority of individuals in this situation would want the suggested course of action, but many would not. Decision aids may be useful in helping patients to make decisions consistent with their individual risks, values, and preferences. For clinicians: Different choices will be appropriate for individual patients, and clinicians must help each patient arrive at a management decision consistent with the patient's values and preferences. Decision aids may be useful in helping individuals to make decisions consistent with their individual risks, values, and preferences. c For policy makers: Policy-making will require substantial debate and involvement of various stakeholders. Performance measures should assess whether decision-making is duly documented. c For researchers: This recommendation is likely to be strengthened (for future updates or adaptation) by additional research. An evaluation of the conditions and criteria (and the related judgments, research evidence, and additional considerations) that determined the conditional (rather than strong) recommendation will help identify possible research gaps.
Recommendations
Initial anticoagulant dose selection Recommendation 1. In obese patients receiving low-molecularweight heparin (LMWH) therapy for treatment of acute VTE, the American Society of Hematology (ASH) guideline panel suggests initial LMWH dose selection according to actual body weight rather than dose selection based on a fixed maximum daily dose (ie, capped dose) (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Drug-interaction management
Recommendation 2. For patients requiring administration of inhibitors or inducers of P-glycoprotein (P-gp) or strong inhibitors or inducers of cytochrome P450 (CYP) enzymes, the ASH guideline panel suggests using an alternative anticoagulant (such as vitamin K antagonist [VKA] or LMWH) rather than a direct oral anticoagulant (DOAC) for the treatment of VTE (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Point-of-care INR testing
Recommendation 3. For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using home point-of-care INR testing (patient self-testing [PST]) over any other INR testing approach except patient selfmanagement (PSM) (see recommendation 4) in suitable patients (those who have demonstrated competency to perform PST and who can afford this option) (conditional recommendation based on low certainty in the evidence about effects ÅÅ ◯◯ ).
Recommendation 4. For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel recommends using point-of-care INR testing by the patient at home and self-adjustment of VKA dose (PSM) over any other management approach, including PST in suitable patients (those who have demonstrated competency to perform PSM and who can afford this option) (strong recommendation based on low certainty in the evidence about effects ÅÅ ◯◯ ).
Selecting the timing between INR measurements (INR recall interval)
Recommendation 5. For patients receiving VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using an INR recall interval of 4 weeks or fewer rather than intervals longer than 3258 WITT et al 27 NOVEMBER 2018 x VOLUME 2, NUMBER 22
. For personal use only on April 4, 2019. by guest www.bloodadvances.org From 4 weeks following VKA dose adjustment due to an out-of-targetrange INR (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Recommendation 6. For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using a longer (6-12 weeks) INR recall interval rather than a shorter (4 weeks) INR recall interval during periods of stable INR control (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Laboratory monitoring of the anticoagulant response
Recommendation 7. For patients with renal dysfunction (creatinine clearance, ,30 mL/min) receiving LMWH therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using anti-factor Xa concentration monitoring to guide LMWH dose adjustment (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: Instead of monitoring anti-factor Xa concentrations, providers should consider using doses adjusted for renal function as recommended in product labeling (eg, enoxaparin) or switching to an alternative anticoagulant with lower renal clearance, such as unfractionated heparin (UFH) or a different LMWH.
Recommendation 8. For patients with obesity receiving LMWH therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using anti-factor Xa concentration monitoring to guide LMWH dose adjustment (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark:
Providers should consider LMWH using doses based on actual body weight (see recommendation 1) and not monitoring anti-factor Xa concentrations, similar to the approach used in nonobese patients.
Recommendation 9. For patients receiving DOAC therapy for the treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against measuring the DOAC anticoagulant effect during management of bleeding (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Transitions between anticoagulants
Recommendation 10. For patients transitioning from DOAC to VKA, the ASH guideline panel suggests overlapping DOAC and VKA therapy until the INR is within the therapeutic range over using LMWH or UFH "bridging therapy" (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Use of specialized AMSs
Recommendation 11. For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using specialized AMS care rather than care provided by the patient's usual health care provider (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Structured patient education
Recommendation 12. For patients receiving oral anticoagulation therapy for VTE treatment, the ASH guideline panel suggests using supplementary patient education in addition to basic education (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Efforts to improve anticoagulant-medication adherence
Recommendation 13a. For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using a daily lottery (between a 1-in-5 and 1-in-100 chance of a monetary reward each day if a pill compartment on a sophisticated electronic-medication-monitoring system is accessed) to improve medication adherence (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Recommendation 13b. For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using electronic reminders (daily alarm via an electronicmedication-monitoring system) to improve medication adherence (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation applies specifically to a sophisticated alert system used in the study evaluated by the panel.
Recommendation 13c. For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel recommends against using a daily lottery (see recommendation 13a) plus electronic reminders (see recommendation 13b) to improve medication adherence (strong recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Remark: This recommendation applies specifically to a sophisticated alert system used in the study evaluated by the panel.
Recommendation 13d. For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using visual medication schedules (provided to patients at each visit, along with brief counseling) to improve medication adherence (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Invasive procedure management Recommendation 14 . For patients at low to moderate risk of recurrent VTE who require interruption of VKA therapy for invasive procedures, the ASH guideline panel recommends against periprocedural bridging with LMWH or UHF in favor of interruption of VKA alone (strong recommendation based on moderate certainty in the evidence about effects ÅÅÅ ◯ ).
Recommendation 15. For patients interrupting DOAC therapy for scheduled invasive procedures, the ASH guideline panel suggests against performing laboratory testing for DOAC anticoagulant effect prior to procedures (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Excessive anticoagulation and bleeding management
Recommendation 16. For patients receiving VKA for treatment of VTE with INRs of .4.5 but ,10 and without clinically relevant bleeding, the ASH guideline panel suggests using temporary cessation of VKA alone without the addition of vitamin K (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). 27 NOVEMBER 2018 x VOLUME 2, NUMBER 22 ASH 2018 VTE GUIDELINES: ANTICOAGULATION MANAGEMENT 3259
. For personal use only on April 4, 2019. by guest www.bloodadvances.org From Recommendation 18b. For patients with life-threatening bleeding during oral direct Xa inhibitor treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo in addition to cessation of oral direct Xa inhibitor rather than no coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding. No data are available comparing the efficacy of 4-factor PCC and coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo. The guideline panel offers no recommendation for 1 approach over the other.
Recommendation 19. For patients with life-threatening bleeding during dabigatran treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using idarucizumab in addition to cessation of dabigatran rather than no idarucizumab (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark:
This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding.
Recommendation 20. For patients with life-threatening bleeding during LMWH or UFH treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using protamine in addition to cessation of LMWH or UFH rather than no protamine (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Remark: This recommendation does not apply to non-lifethreatening bleeding.
Anticoagulant resumption following bleeding
Recommendation 21. For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for VTE who survive an episode of major bleeding, the ASH guideline panel suggests resumption of oral anticoagulation therapy within 90 days rather than discontinuation of oral anticoagulation therapy (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Remark: This recommendation specifically applies to patients who require long-term or indefinite anticoagulation (ie, are at moderate to high risk for recurrent VTE, are not at high risk for recurrent bleeding, and are willing to continue anticoagulation therapy).
Values and preferences
In general, these recommendations place greater value on outcomes related to prevention of mortality, PE, deep vein thrombosis (DVT), major bleeding, quality of life, and emergency department and/or hospital visits. The impact of recommendations on measures of anticoagulation control, medication adherence, and inconvenience of therapy was also considered in relation to their importance for patients.
Explanations and other considerations
These recommendations take into consideration cost and costeffectiveness, impact on equity, acceptability, and feasibility.
Good practice statements: renal function monitoring
For patients with creatinine clearance of $50 mL/min receiving DOAC therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel agrees that good practice includes renal function monitoring every 6 to 12 months (ungraded good practice statement).
Introduction
Aim(s) of these guidelines and specific objectives
The purpose of these guidelines is to provide evidence-based recommendations addressing the optimal use of anticoagulant therapy in the management of VTE assuming the choice of which anticoagulant to use has already been made. Other aspects of VTE treatment (such as choice and duration of anticoagulant treatment, inpatient or outpatient management, treatment of cancer-associated VTE, indications for advanced therapies, and treatment of superficial vein thrombosis, calf vein thrombosis, and subsegmental PE) are addressed in other guidelines. Recommendations focus on commonly used anticoagulant medications, including UFH, LMWH, fondaparinux, VKA, and the DOACs apixaban, dabigatran, edoxaban, and rivaroxaban (betrixaban was not available during panel deliberations and is not currently approved for treatment of VTE; thus, it was not considered in any of the evidence). The specific objectives of the recommendations are to improve patient-important outcomes, including overall mortality, recurrent VTE, major bleeding, and quality of life. For specific recommendations, the panel considered time in the therapeutic INR range (TTR) as a surrogate for bleeding and thrombosis. For all recommendations, the panel considered resource use, cost-effectiveness, potential impact on health care equity, acceptability, and feasibility when such information was available.
The target audience for these recommendations includes patients, physicians, other clinicians, and decision-makers. Policy makers 3260 WITT et al 27 NOVEMBER 2018 x VOLUME 2, NUMBER 22
. For personal use only on April 4, 2019. by guest www.bloodadvances.org From interested in these guidelines include those involved in developing local, national, or international plans aimed at reducing the incidence and improving the management of VTE and evaluating direct and indirect harms and costs related to VTE and associated treatments. This document may also serve as the basis for adaptation by local, regional, or national guideline panels.
Description of the health problem(s)
Optimal use of anticoagulant drugs for treatment of VTE requires a comprehensive approach to patient management. 13 Bleeding and therapeutic failure are common and serious complications of administering anticoagulant drugs.
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Methods
The guideline panel developed and graded the recommendations and assessed the certainty in the supporting evidence following the GRADE approach. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] The overall guideline development process, including funding of the work, panel formation, management of conflicts of interest, internal and external review, and organizational approval, was guided by ASH policies and procedures derived from the Guidelines International Network-McMaster Guideline Development Checklist (http:// cebgrade.mcmaster.ca/guidecheck.html) and was intended to meet recommendations for trustworthy guidelines by the Institute of Medicine and the Guidelines International Network. [2] [3] [4] [5] An article detailing the methods used to develop these guidelines is forthcoming.
Organization, panel composition, planning, and coordination
The work of this panel was coordinated with that of 9 other guideline panels (addressing other aspects of VTE) by ASH and the McMaster GRADE Centre (funded by ASH under a paid agreement). Project oversight was provided initially by a coordination panel, which reported to the ASH Committee on Quality, and then by the coordination panel chair (Adam Cuker) and vice chair (Holger J. Schünemann). ASH vetted and appointed individuals to the guideline panel. The McMaster GRADE Centre vetted and retained researchers to conduct systematic reviews of evidence and coordinate the guideline development process, including the use of the GRADE approach. The membership of the panel and the GRADE center team is described in supplement 1.
The panel included hematologists, internists, a clinical pharmacologist, other physicians, and pharmacists with clinical and research expertise in the use of anticoagulants; physicians and other scientists from other disciplines with similar expertise; methodologists with expertise in evidence appraisal and guideline development; and 2 patient representatives. The panel chair was a practicing anticoagulation pharmacist and content expert. The vice chair was a practicing internist and methodologist with experience in guideline development processes.
In addition to synthesizing evidence systematically, the McMaster GRADE Centre supported the guideline development process, including determining methods, preparing agendas and meeting materials, and facilitating panel discussions. The panel's work was done using web-based tools (www.surveymonkey.com and www.gradepro.org) and face-to-face and online meetings.
Guideline funding and management of conflicts of interest
Development of these guidelines was wholly funded by ASH, a nonprofit medical specialty society that represents hematologists. Most members of the guideline panel were members of ASH. ASH staff supported panel appointments and coordinated meetings but had no role in choosing the guideline questions or determining the recommendations.
Members of the guideline panel received travel reimbursement for attendance at in-person meetings, and the patient representatives were offered an honorarium of US $200 each (1 individual accepted the honorarium, and 1 declined it). The panelists received no other payments. Through the McMaster GRADE Centre, some researchers who contributed to the systematic evidence reviews received salary or grant support. Other researchers participated to fulfill requirements of an academic degree or program.
Conflicts of interest of all participants were managed according to ASH policies based on recommendations of the Institute of Medicine 17 and the Guidelines International Network. 5 At the time of appointment, a majority of the guideline panel, including the chair and the vice chair, had no conflicts of interest as defined and judged by ASH, that is, no current material interest in any commercial entity with a product that could be affected by the guidelines. Some panelists disclosed new interests or relationships during the development process, but the balance of the majority was maintained.
Before appointment to the panel, individuals disclosed both financial and nonfinancial interests. Members of the VTE Guideline Coordination Panel reviewed the disclosures and judged which interests were conflicts and should be managed. Supplement 2 provides the complete "Disclosure of Interests" forms of all panel members. In part A of the forms, individuals disclosed material interests for 2 years prior to appointment. In part B, they disclosed interests that were not mainly financial. Part C summarizes ASH decisions about which interests were judged to be conflicts. Part D describes new interests disclosed by individuals after appointment.
Recusal was also used to manage conflicts of interest. During all deliberations, panel members with a current, direct financial interest in a commercial entity with any product that could be affected by the guidelines were recused from making judgments about relevant recommendations. 5, [18] [19] [20] The Evidence-to-Decision (EtD) framework for each recommendation describes which individuals were recused from making judgments about each recommendation.
None of the McMaster-affiliated researchers who supported the guideline development process had any current, material interest in a commercial entity with any product that could be affected by the guidelines. On a recommendation-by-recommendation basis, none of the researchers who contributed to the systematic evidence reviews informing a recommendation had any current, material interest in a commercial entity with any product that could be affected by the recommendation. Supplement 3 provides the 
Formulating specific clinical questions and determining outcomes of interest
The panel used the GRADEpro Guideline Development Tool (www. gradepro.org) 21 and SurveyMonkey (www.surveymonkey.com) to brainstorm and then prioritize the questions described in Table 1 .
The panel selected outcomes of interest for each question a priori, following the approach described in detail elsewhere. 22 In brief, the panel brainstormed all possible outcomes and then rated their relative importance for decision-making following the GRADE approach. 22 During this rating process, the panel used definitions of the outcomes ("marker states") developed for these guidelines.
Rating outcomes by their relative importance helps focus attention on those outcomes that are most important and helps resolve or clarify potential disagreements. The panel rated the following outcomes as critical for decision-making across questions: mortality, PE, DVT in the upper leg, DVT in the upper arm, and major bleeding. For specific questions, other outcomes were included to inform decision-making, including TTR as a surrogate for bleeding and thrombosis, impairment of quality of life, critical INR as a surrogate for bleeding and thrombosis, increased duration of hospitalization, medication adherence as a surrogate for bleeding and thrombosis, and delay of intervention. Some studies reported outcomes differently from what the panel determined to be critical or important for decision-making. Typically, outcomes are reported as "any VTE," "any PE," "any DVT," "any proximal DVT," or "any distal DVT," sometimes preceded by "asymptomatic" or "symptomatic." Under the direction of the McMaster GRADE Centre, researchers followed the methods outlined in the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic Reviews of Interventions (handbook.cochrane.org) for conducting updated or new systematic reviews of intervention effects. When existing reviews were used, judgments of the original authors regarding risk of bias were accepted and checked for accuracy or conducted de novo. For new reviews, risk of bias was assessed at the outcome level using the Cochrane Collaboration's risk-of-bias tools for randomized trials or nonrandomized studies. In addition to conducting systematic reviews of intervention effects, the researchers searched for evidence related to baseline risks, values and preferences, and costs and summarized findings within the EtD frameworks. 6, 7, 12 Subsequently, the certainty in the body of evidence (also known as quality of the evidence or confidence in the estimated effects) was assessed for each of the effects estimate of the outcomes of interest, test accuracy, and the importance of outcomes following the GRADE approach based on the following domains: risk of bias, precision, consistency and magnitude of the estimates of effects, directness of the evidence, risk of publication bias, presence of a dose-effect relationship, and an assessment of the effect of residual, opposing confounding. The certainty was categorized into 4 levels from very low to high. [8] [9] [10] During a 2-day in-person meeting preceded and followed by online discussion, the panel developed clinical recommendations based on the evidence summarized in the EtD tables. For each recommendation, the panel took a population perspective and agreed on the following: the certainty in the evidence, the balance of benefits and harms of the compared management options, and inferences regarding the values and preferences associated with the decision. The guideline panel explicitly considered the extent of resource use associated with alternative management options. The guideline panel agreed on the recommendations (including direction and strength), remarks, and qualifications on the basis of consensus or, in rare instances, by voting, based on the balance of all desirable and undesirable consequences. All panel members reviewed and approved the final recommendations.
Interpretation of strong and conditional recommendations
The recommendations are labeled as either "strong" or "conditional" according to the GRADE approach. The words "the guideline panel recommends" are used for strong recommendations and "the guideline panel suggests" for conditional recommendations. Table 2 provides the suggested interpretation of strong and conditional recommendations by patients, clinicians, and health care policy makers.
Document review
Draft recommendations were reviewed by all members of the panel, revised, and then made available online on 5 December 2017 for external review by stakeholders, including allied organizations, other medical professionals, patients, and the public. Ten individuals or organizations submitted comments. The document was revised to address pertinent comments. On 30 June 2018, the ASH Guideline Oversight Subcommittee and the ASH Committee on Quality approved that the defined guideline development process was followed, and on 3 August 2018, the officers of the ASH Executive Committee approved submission of the guidelines for publication under the imprimatur of ASH. The guidelines were then subjected to peer review by Blood Advances.
How to use these guidelines ASH guidelines are primarily intended to help clinicians make decisions about diagnostic and treatment alternatives. Other purposes are to inform policy, education, and advocacy and to state future research needs. They may also be used by patients. These guidelines are not intended to serve or be construed as a standard of care. Clinicians must make decisions on the basis of the clinical presentation of each individual patient, ideally through a shared process that considers the patient's values and preferences with respect to the anticipated outcomes of the chosen option. Decisions may be constrained by the realities of a specific clinical setting and local resources, including but not limited to institutional policies, time limitations, and availability of treatments. These guidelines may not include all appropriate methods of care for the clinical scenarios described. As science advances and new evidence becomes available, recommendations may become outdated. Following these guidelines cannot guarantee successful outcomes. ASH does not warrant or guarantee any products described in these guidelines.
Statements about the underlying values and preferences as well as qualifying remarks accompanying each recommendation are its integral parts and serve to facilitate more accurate interpretation. They should never be omitted when recommendations from these guidelines are quoted or translated. Implementation of the guidelines will be facilitated by the related interactive forthcoming decision aids. The use of these guidelines is also facilitated by the links to the EtD frameworks and interactive summary-of-findings tables in each section. 
Recommendations
Recommendation 1
In obese patients receiving LMWH therapy for treatment of acute VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests initial LMWH dose selection according to actual body weight rather than dose selection based on a fixed maximum daily dose (ie, capped dose) (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews but did identify 5 relevant individual studies. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] No study evaluated a direct comparison between LMWH doses based on actual body weight and capped doses for patients with obesity; thus, intervention and control studies represent different populations. Two studies included mortality as an outcome, 23, 24 5 studies reported development of VTE, [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and 5 studies reported major bleeding outcomes. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/ 18c9f7b9-df8a-45ec-a63a-4f517a3a23d6.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. After indirectly comparing the available evidence from separate studies, we found no difference in VTE between those receiving LMWH dosed according to actual body weight and capped LMWH doses, but confidence intervals (CIs) included the possibility of appreciable benefit and harm (relative risk [RR] 1000]; very low certainty). There was no effect of the intervention on mortality, as no deaths were reported in the included studies.
Harms and burden. Indirect comparison of the available evidence from separate studies showed that there were no major bleeding episodes reported for patients in the capped-LMWH-dose group compared with 0.5% of those in the actual-body-weight-dose group. There is very low certainty in the available evidence.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. LMWH dosing based on actual body weight is somewhat more expensive than using capped dosing and may lead to extra injections, but it is clearly feasible to implement.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Because of the very low quality evidence, the net health benefit/harm associated with using initial LMWH doses based on actual body weight compared with capped dosing is very uncertain, though it is acceptable and feasible. Because of concerns for potentially underdosing very large patients, the potentially serious consequences of therapeutic failure, and the lack of correlation between supratherapeutic anti-factor Xa concentrations and bleeding, the panel chose to make a conditional recommendation in favor of LMWH doses based on actual body weight over capped dosing.
The panel identified the following additional research priority: comparative evidence for different LMWH initiation dosing strategies in obese VTE patients.
Drug-interaction management
Question: For patients requiring administration of inhibitors or inducers of P-gp or strong inhibitors or inducers of CYP enzymes, should a DOAC or an alternative anticoagulant be used for treatment of VTE?
Recommendation 2
For patients requiring administration of inhibitors or inducers of P-gp or strong inhibitors or inducers of CYP enzymes, the ASH guideline panel suggests using an alternative anticoagulant (such as VKA or LMWH) rather than a DOAC for the treatment of VTE (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. DOAC absorption is mediated by P-gp proteins, and, therefore, P-gp inhibitors potentially increase DOAC absorption and effect, whereas P-gp inducers potentially decrease DOAC absorption and effect. Furthermore, CYP3A4 
Policy makers
The recommendation can be adopted as policy in most situations. Adherence to this recommendation according to the guideline could be used as a quality criterion or performance indicator.
Policy-making will require substantial debate and involvement of various stakeholders. Performance measures should assess whether decision-making is appropriate.
Researchers
The recommendation is supported by credible research or other convincing judgments that make additional research unlikely to alter the recommendation. On occasion, a strong recommendation is based on low or very low certainty in the evidence. In such instances, further research may provide important information that alters the recommendations.
The recommendation is likely to be strengthened (for future updates or adaptation) by additional research. An evaluation of the conditions and criteria (and the related judgments, research evidence, and additional considerations) that determined the conditional (rather than strong) recommendation will help identify possible research gaps.
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Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Theoretically, the concurrent use of P-gp or CYP3A4 inducers could decrease DOAC benefits, but the panel was unable to estimate the magnitude of decrease, if any.
Harms and burden. Theoretically, the concurrent use of Pgp or CYP3A4 inhibitors could increase risk for bleeding for patients being treated with DOACs, but the panel was unable to estimate the magnitude of increase, if any. Use of P-gp/CYP inhibitors was associated with an increased risk of major bleeding and intracranial hemorrhage but not a significant change in the safety or efficacy of rivaroxaban compared with warfarin. 28 Other EtD criteria and considerations. The panel determined that the acceptability of using DOACs for patients requiring P-gp or CYP3A4 inhibitors or inducers varies depending on factors such as the specific DOAC, whether the interacting medication was a strong inhibitor or inducer, the underlying bleeding or thromboembolic risk of the patient, comorbid disease states such as renal dysfunction, and patient preferences. The panel was unable to identify any evidence regarding other considerations.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel was unable to determine whether using DOACs concomitantly with P-gp or CYP3A4 inhibitors or inducers would result in a net health benefit or harm. Given the lack of evidence, we suggest that clinicians consider using an alternative anticoagulant (such as VKA or LMWH) rather than DOACs for patients requiring administration of P-gp inhibitors or inducers or strong inhibitors or inducers of CYP enzymes (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects). The recommendation places a high value on avoiding the uncertainty in DOAC anticoagulant response associated with coadministration of the interacting drug and a low value on avoiding the burden of warfarin or LMWH therapy. Patients strongly adverse to INR monitoring or daily injections are likely to remain on DOACs, whereas avoiding DOACs in favor of VKA may be favored in the very elderly, those with compromised renal function, and situations where multiple drugs affecting P-gp and/or CYP enzymes are coprescribed.
The panel identified the following additional research question. What are the patient-important outcomes associated with concomitant administration of DOACs with P-gp/CYP3A4 inhibitors/inducers compared with DOACs alone or compared with other anticoagulants coadministered with strong P-gp or CYP3A4 inhibitors/inducers?
Point-of-care INR testing
Question: For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, should point-of-care INR testing by the patient at home (PST) vs any other INR testing approach be used?
Recommendation 3
For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using home point-ofcare INR testing (PST) over any other INR testing approach except for PSM (see recommendation 4) in suitable patients (those who have demonstrated competency to perform PST and who can afford this option) (conditional recommendation based on low certainty in the evidence about effects ÅÅ ◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found 1 systematic review that addressed this question, 29 but this review included studies using both PST and PSM. For this specific question, we were interested only in PST and performed meta-analysis on this subset of studies. We included 11 studies measuring outcomes relevant to this question for patients performing PST. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] Studies included patients requiring VKA therapy for various indications, mainly for indications other than VTE treatment.
Three studies reported the effect of PST on mortality. 31, 33, 36, 41, 42 Recurrent PE and DVT rates were estimated by extrapolating pooled thromboembolic event rates from 9 studies ( 30, 32, 33, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42 reported information on TTR; and 1 study reported quality of life. 36 The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/7eec57a8-86bb-4459-aa3e-0cc000c55993.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Studies assessing mortality found no difference between those receiving PST and control groups (RR, 0.94 [95% CI, 0.77-1.14]; ARR, 2 fewer deaths per 1000 [95% CI, 9 fewer to 5 more deaths per 1000]; high certainty). The effect of PST on recurrent PE and DVT was estimated by applying the RR estimate for thromboembolic events to baseline recurrence rates of PE and DVT. Harms and burden. The risk of major bleeding was possibly lower for patients when PST was used than when other INR monitoring methods were used, but the estimate is imprecise and the CI includes no effect (RR, 0.73 [95% CI, 0.46-1.15]; ARR, 5 fewer per 1000 [95% CI, 9 fewer to 3 more per 1000] for a population at average bleeding risk.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. The guideline panel considered that moderate costs were associated with PST resource requirements, owing mainly to the costs of the point-ofcare monitors and testing supplies and more frequent INR testing generally used with PST. The likelihood of PST being costeffective varied, with 1 review, 1 RCT, and 1 modeling study indicating that PST is likely to be cost-effective compared with usual care, [43] [44] [45] whereas 2 other reviews concluded that PST is unlikely to be cost-effective within accepted standards 46, 47 and that PST implementation would probably result in reduced health equity for patients in lower socioeconomic classes and those with cognitive problems and poor manual dexterity. Because some patients are unwilling to perform PST, the panel determined that the acceptability of PST to major stakeholders varies, but the intervention is probably feasible to implement, though a substantial investment in patient training and testing equipment is necessary.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that there is low certainty evidence for a net health benefit from using point-of-care INR monitoring at home by the patient over other INR testing approaches (except for PSM, see recommendation 4) for patients receiving VKA maintenance therapy for treatment of VTE. This benefit is conditional upon patients and health care systems being able to afford and manage the self-testing equipment. In settings in which resources are limited or when patients are not willing or able to perform PST, deviation from this suggestion is appropriate. Furthermore, systems using PST should be able to perform regular external quality assessment of the testing equipment and patient's ability to obtain accurate INR results. The panel calls upon payers, including the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, to carefully evaluate current reimbursement regulations and make changes as necessary to ensure that unnecessary testing is not incentivized, that providers and patients are aware of this testing option, and that funding is available for those who would like to use PST.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What is the effectiveness of PST compared with DOAC therapy? (2) What is the effectiveness of PST compared with other INR-testing strategies specifically for patients with VTE?
Question: For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, should point-of-care INR testing by the patient at home and self-adjustment of VKA dose (PSM) vs any other management approach be used?
Recommendation 4
For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE we recommend using point-of-care INR testing by the patient at home and self-adjustment of VKA dose (PSM) over any other management approach, including PST, in suitable patients (those with demonstrated competency to perform PSM and who can afford this option) (strong recommendation based on low certainty in the evidence about effects ÅÅ ◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. Building on the systematic review that addressed PST and PSM, 29 we performed a metaanalysis on 16 studies measuring outcomes for patients performing Not an inclusive list. Available evidence reported the effects of various drugs that inhibit or induce P-gp or CYP3A4 on DOAC pharmacokinetic parameters, such as area under the plasma concentration time curve, maximal plasma DOAC concentration, and DOAC halflife. In general, these parameters are increased by P-gp or CYP3A4 inhibitors and decreased by inducers. No studies have reported different rates of bleeding, thromboembolism, or mortality between DOACs and a comparator (eg, VKA). Reference texts on tertiary drug interaction generally suggested observing patients for symptoms of bleeding or thromboembolism and to consider adjusting DOAC doses. Depending on the specific DOAC, product labeling in some cases suggested modification of DOAC dosing (eg, apixaban) or recommended avoiding the use of DOACs when interacting drugs were coprescribed (eg, rivaroxaban). In studies assessing INR control, TTR was modestly higher in the PSM group, but the estimate is imprecise and the CI includes no effect (MD, 4.41% [95% CI, 0.09% lower to 8.92% higher]; very low certainty). General treatment satisfaction and daily hassles scores improved with PSM and remained unchanged in the control group. 59 Selfefficacy and distress scores improved in both groups but improved significantly more with PSM. PSM had no significant effect on the strained social network scores. 59 After 4 months, treatment satisfaction significantly improved and daily hassles, psychological distress, and a strained social network all significantly decreased with PSM compared with the control group. 52 Harms and burden. PSM vs other INR monitoring methods probably has no influence on the risk of major bleeding (RR, 1.09 [95% CI, 0.80-1.50]; ARR, 2 more per 1000 [95% CI, 3 fewer to 9 more per 1000] for an average bleeding risk population.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. The guideline panel considered that moderate costs were associated with PSM resource requirements, owing mainly to the costs of the point-of-care monitors and testing supplies and the more frequent INR testing that is generally used with PSM. The likelihood of PSM being cost-effective varied, with 1 modeling study indicating that PSM is likely to be costeffective compared with usual care, 74 whereas 1 RCT concluded that PSM is unlikely to be cost-effective. 75 Most panel members also believed that PSM implementation would result in reduced health equity for patients in lower socioeconomic classes and those with cognitive problems and poor manual dexterity. The acceptability of PSM to major stakeholders varies but is probably feasible to implement. However, a substantial investment in patient training (even more so than with PST) and testing equipment is necessary.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that there is low certainty evidence for a net health benefit from using point-of-care INR monitoring and VKA dose adjustment by patients at home over other INR testing approaches (including PST) for patients receiving VKA maintenance therapy for treatment of VTE. This benefit is conditional upon patients and health care systems being able to afford and manage the self-testing equipment and patients being able to make independent decisions about VKA dosing based on INR results. The panel determined that PSM was superior to PST, as it has shown reduction in mortality. Although the panel agreed that a strong recommendation in favor of PSM was warranted based on the available evidence, in settings where resources are limited or when patients are not willing or able to perform PSM, system decisionmakers or individual patients may choose against PSM. Furthermore, systems using PSM should be able to perform regular external quality assessment of the testing equipment and patients' ability to obtain accurate INR results and make rational VKA dosing decisions using instructions from their health care providers. The panel calls upon payers, including the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, to carefully evaluate current reimbursement regulations and make changes as necessary to ensure that unnecessary testing is not incentivized, that providers and patients are aware of this testing option, and that funding is available for those who wish to use PSM.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What is the effectiveness of PSM of VKA compared with DOAC therapy? (2) What is the effectiveness of PSM compared with other INR management strategies, specifically for patients with VTE? (3) What minimum competencies are required to engage in PSM and what is the most effective way to train patients to perform PSM?
Selecting the timing between INR measurements (INR recall interval)
Question: For patients receiving VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, should a shorter INR recall interval vs a longer INR recall interval be used following VKA dose adjustment due to an out-of-target-range INR?
Recommendation 5
For patients receiving VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using an INR recall interval of 4 weeks or fewer rather than intervals longer than 4 weeks following VKA dose adjustment due to an out-of-target-range INR (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews or randomized trials that addressed this question. Three observational studies have evaluated the impact of INR recall interval on surrogate outcomes such as site-level TTR performance and TTR below 75%. [76] [77] [78] No studies reported the risks of mortality, recurrent VTE, or bleeding. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep. gradepro.org/profile/768b8b3c-7ac2-48ff-a5d6-e13b7b0044cf.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. The panel was unable to estimate the magnitude of benefit for clinically important outcomes such as mortality, recurrent VTE, and bleeding. One study reported a decrease in site-level TTR of 1.12% (95% CI, 0.8%-1.43%) following each additional INR recall interval day. 76 Another study reported that for patients measuring their own INRs at home and self-adjusting VKA doses, long intervals between INR measurements (.14 days) were associated with poor anticoagulation control (defined as percentage of in-range INRs 77 In this study, the temporal relationship between INR test interval and the outcome was unclear, and the outcome itself (poor anticoagulation control) would have an impact on the determination of the test interval. The study population was different from patients receiving INR monitoring and VKA dose adjustments from their anticoagulation providers. Another study evaluated the association between center next-visit INR interval ratio (the mean number of days after a visit with an INR outside the therapeutic range, divided by the number of days after a visit with an INR within the therapeutic range) and site-level TTR. 78 The results suggested that site-level TTR increased with shorter INR recall intervals.
Harms and burden. No studies reported adverse effects, and the panel assumed no harms but greater burden associated with more frequent INR testing after an out-of-range INR.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. There was little evidence bearing on other criteria, which, as a result, had little impact on the recommendation. 
Recommendation 6
For patients receiving maintenance VKA therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using a longer (6-12 weeks) INR recall interval rather than a shorter (4 weeks) INR recall interval during periods of stable INR control (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews but identified 2 RCTs 79,80 and 3 observational studies [81] [82] [83] that addressed this question. All studies included patients receiving VKA anticoagulation therapy but were not limited to patients being treated for VTE. Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Mortality was lower in the groups randomized to 6-to 12-week INR recall intervals, but the estimate is very imprecise, and CIs include both large increases and decreases in mortality (RR, 0.73 [95% CI, 0.12-4.60]; ARR, 11 fewer deaths per 1000 [95% CI, 34 fewer to 140 more per 1000]; very low certainty). The 12-week INR recall interval was associated with a reduced risk for PE and DVT, but the estimates were based on only 1 event, and the CIs therefore include both important benefit and harm. The thromboembolic event rate from the other study was not used as it only included patients receiving anticoagulants for mechanical heart valves. There were also no differences between those using 6-to 12-week INR recall intervals and 4-week recall intervals for surrogate outcomes, including TTR and the number of extreme low/high INRs. Fewer patients using 6-to 12-week INR recall intervals had at least 1 dosing change during follow-up than those using 4-week recall intervals (RR, 0.67 [95% CI, 0.51-0.88]; ARR, 183 fewer per 1000 [95% CI, 272 fewer to 67 fewer per 1000]; very low certainty).
Harms and burden. Studies assessing major bleeding found no difference between those using 6-to 12-week INR recall intervals and those using 4-week recall intervals (RR, 1.05 [95% CI, 0.30-3.65]; ARR, 1 more per 1000 [95% CI, 12 fewer to 45 more per 1000] for average-bleeding-risk patients; low certainty).
Other EtD criteria and considerations. The guideline panel agreed that 6-to 12-week INR recall intervals would probably result in moderate resources savings. The panel determined that longer INR recall intervals would increase health equity, would be acceptable to key stakeholders, and are feasible.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Given that less frequent INR monitoring reduces the burden on patients, lessens workload on anticoagulation providers, is acceptable to key stakeholders, and is feasible to implement and likely reduces cost without incurring convincing adverse consequences, the panel made a conditional recommendation in favor of longer INR recall intervals. The panel did not specify a definition of stable INR control and agreed that this should be defined according to local standards. The panel also determined that this recommendation should not be used for patients engaging in PST or PSM, as these patients were not included in the RCTs for longer INR recall intervals and are usually monitored more frequently than the 4-week INR recall interval comparator used for this recommendation. Patients with psychiatric disorders and/ or history of poor adherence were also excluded from these studies and are poor candidates for extended INR recall intervals. 
Recommendation 7
For patients with renal dysfunction (creatinine clearance of ,30 mL/min) receiving LMWH therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using anti-factor Xa concentration monitoring to guide LMWH dose adjustment (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: Instead of monitoring anti-factor Xa concentrations, providers should consider using doses adjusted for renal function as recommended in product labeling (eg, enoxaparin) or switching to an alternative anticoagulant with lower renal clearance, such as UFH or a different LMWH.
Summary of the evidence. We included eligible studies from the most recent systematic review of LMWH for patients with renal dysfunction. 84 The search was updated from 2006 onward, yielding a total of 11 studies. [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] No studies directly compared anti-Xa monitoring to no such monitoring. Most included studies were single-arm cohort studies in which patients receiving LMWH with renal dysfunction had antiXa concentrations monitored. For the no-monitoring comparator group, we used a study that reported no anti-Xa monitoring or dose adjustments (enoxaparin, 1 mg/kg body weight, was administered subcutaneously twice a day) to determine the risk of major bleeding. 96 We found no studies that reported the risk of VTE or mortality associated with no antiXa monitoring. Included studies grouped patients with varying indications for LMWH, most commonly patients with acute VTE, atrial fibrillation, and acute coronary syndrome. The panel agreed that studies with grouped indications would be used for the outcome of major bleeding and the evidence rated down for indirectness. Studies with grouped indications were also combined for the outcome of percentage of anti-Xa concentrations in the therapeutic range. Studies with grouped indications were not used for the outcome of PE, DVT, or mortality. Combined studies administered different LMWHs (enoxaparin and tinzaparin) and used different dosing regimens (once daily and twice daily). The EtD framework is shown in online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/ 44981d40-71aa-4205-bda3-a8471c085c8b.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available 91 It was difficult to put these results into perspective given the lack of a control group where LMWH doses were not adjusted based on anti-factor Xa concentrations.
Harms and burden. Given the limited information regarding potential undesirable effects associated with adjusting LMWH doses based on the results of anti-factor Xa monitoring that was available, the panel determined that the balance between desirable and undesirable effects of this intervention is very uncertain.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. The panel agreed that there would likely be moderate costs associated with measuring anti-factor Xa concentrations; cost-effectiveness remains unclear. Many payers would not consider this intervention acceptable without convincing evidence of benefit, and this evidence is lacking. The feasibility of implementing this intervention may also be affected by the following barriers reported by observational studies: (1) anti-factor Xa tests are not widely available 97 ; (2) anti-factor Xa tests are poorly standardized between laboratories, making proper LMWH dose adjustments impossible in some cases 97 ; and (3) anti-factor Xa test reproducibility is poor.
98-100
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation. The guideline panel considered the net benefit associated with adjusting LMWH doses based on the results of anti-factor Xa monitoring very uncertain. Because of concerns relating to anti-factor Xa test standardization and reproducibility and weak correlation between bleeding events and anti-factor Xa concentrations, 101 the panel suggests against adjusting LMWH doses based on anti-factor Xa concentration monitoring. Seven panel members preferred making a strong recommendation against the intervention, but this majority was not sufficiently large to satisfy the criterion for a strong recommendation (80% of the panel).
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What are the anti-factor Xa concentration cutoffs (determined in a manner that ensures accuracy and reproducibility) that correlate with risk of recurrent VTE and bleeding events? (2) What percentage change in LMWH dose in response to an out-ofrange anti-factor Xa concentration is optimal to return the concentration to the therapeutic range? (3) What is the comparative effectiveness of adjusting LMWH doses based on the results of anti-factor Xa concentrations (performed in a manner that ensures accuracy and reproducibility) vs no such monitoring for patients with estimated creatinine clearance values of ,30 mL/min requiring treatment of VTE?
Question: For patients with obesity receiving LMWH therapy for treatment of VTE, should clinicians monitor anti-factor Xa 
Recommendation 8
For patients with obesity receiving LMWH therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using anti-factor Xa concentration monitoring to guide LMWH dose adjustment (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: Providers should consider LMWH using doses based on actual body weight (see recommendation 1) and not monitoring anti-factor Xa concentrations, similar to the approach used in nonobese patients.
Summary of the evidence. We included eligible studies from the most recent systematic review for patients with obesity receiving LMWH for VTE treatment. 101 The search was updated from 2014 onward, yielding a total of 7 studies. 27, 86, 93, [102] [103] [104] [105] No studies directly compared anti-factor Xa monitoring to no such monitoring. Included studies were single-arm cohort studies in which patients with obesity receiving LMWH had anti-factor Xa concentrations monitored. For the no-monitoring arm, we used a study that reported no anti-factor Xa monitoring to determine the risk of major bleeding and VTE events. 23 Included studies grouped patients with varying indications for LMWH-most commonly patients with acute VTE, atrial fibrillation, and acute coronary syndrome. We used studies with grouped indications for the outcome of major bleeding and rated down the evidence for indirectness. Studies with grouped indications were also combined for the outcome of percentage of anti-factor Xa concentrations in the therapeutic range. Studies with grouped indications were not used for PE or DVT. No studies reported the outcome of mortality. When multiple studies reported the prioritized outcomes, the number of events was added across all studies and reported over the total sample. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/dcf00058-0d87-40b3-9ebc-4dec32706a8b.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. In an analysis of observational studies not included in the evidence profile, 102 of 227 (44.9% [95% CI, 38.6%-51.4%]) measured peak enoxaparin anti-factor Xa concentrations were found to be within the therapeutic range defined by the individual studies following a therapeutic enoxaparin dose (1.5 mg/kg once daily or 1 mg/kg twice daily). 86, 93, 102, 103 In another observational study, 15 of 21 (71.4% [95% CI, 50.1%-86.2%]) measured dalteparin anti-factor Xa concentrations fell within the defined therapeutic range (between 0.5 and 1.0 units per milliliter for twice-daily dosing and between 1.0 and 2.0 units per milliliter for once-daily dosing) following a therapeutic dalteparin dose (200 units per kilogram per day) (assessed with peak anti-factor Xa concentration). 105 It was difficult to put these results into perspective given the lack of a control group where LMWH doses were not adjusted based on anti-factor Xa concentrations. Other EtD criteria and considerations. The panel determined that there would likely be moderate costs associated with measuring anti-factor Xa concentrations, but the actual costeffectiveness of this intervention could not be estimated due to the lack of comparative studies. Some payers would not consider this intervention acceptable without convincing evidence of benefit, and this evidence is currently lacking. The feasibility of implementing this intervention may also be affected by the following barriers reported by observational studies. (1) Anti-factor Xa tests are not widely available. 97 (2) Anti-factor Xa tests are poorly standardized between laboratories, making proper LMWH dose adjustments impossible in some cases. 97 (3) Anti-factor Xa test reproducibility is poor. [98] [99] [100] Thus, whereas it is feasible to order and obtain the results of anti-factor Xa tests for patients with obesity during LMWH therapy in some settings, the panel determined that poor anti-factor Xa test standardization and reproducibility were significant issues arguing against adjusting LMWH doses based on results of these tests.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that there is very low certainty evidence for net harm from adjusting LMWH doses based on anti-factor Xa concentration monitoring over no such monitoring for patients with obesity on LMWH therapy for treatment of VTE. In addition, there were concerns relating to anti-factor Xa test standardization and reproducibility, weak correlation between bleeding events and anti-factor Xa concentrations, 101 and no evidence that anti-factor Xa testing is needed for patients with obesity. 
Recommendation 9
For patients receiving DOAC therapy for the treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against measuring the DOAC anticoagulant effect during management of bleeding (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found no relevant systematic reviews but did identify 8 studies [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] that included patients on DOACs receiving treatment of bleeding, some of whom had measurements of the DOAC anticoagulant effect using a variety of tests (eg, activated partial thromboplastin time, anti-factor Xa concentrations, and thrombin time), but none had a primary objective of evaluating the impact of measuring DOAC anticoagulant effect or reported a direct comparison of outcomes for patients who did and did not receive DOAC anticoagulant effect measurement.
Eight studies reported mortality as an outcome, 106-113 2 studies reported development of thromboembolism, 106, 111 and 1 study assessed the occurrence of major bleeding during the 30 days following the index bleeding event. 107 The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/9e7da133-8251-461a-9a11-7b08b197a77e.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. After indirectly comparing the available evidence from separate studies, we found no difference in mortality between patients in whom the DOAC anticoagulant effect was measured and those in whom it was not measured, but CIs included appreciable mortality increases and decreases (RR, 1.28 [95% CI, 0.80-2.05]; ARR, 44 more deaths per 1000 [95% CI, 32 fewer to 166 more]; very low certainty).
Harms and burden. Estimating the relative and absolute risk estimates was not possible, as there were no thromboembolic events in the intervention group and no bleeding events reported in the comparison group, leaving very low certainty evidence.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. Very little evidence was available regarding other EtD criteria.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Considering that only very low-quality evidence is available regarding the net health benefit/harm from measuring the DOAC anticoagulant effect during management of bleeding, clinical use of DOAC tests is not well established, and no evidence supports a beneficial effect, the panel judged that it is better not to delay intervention for bleeding while waiting for a DOAC test result. It is advisable not to rely on any single (either pharmacokinetic or laboratory) strategy in isolation to assess DOAC effect during bleeding management but instead to use a comprehensive approach to assessing, confirming, and communicating when the last DOAC dose was administered among the patient and all providers involved.
The panel identified the following additional research priorities: (1) developing validated specific DOAC effect tests, particularly those that can be performed rapidly and, ideally, at the point of care; (2) testing the effect on clinical outcomes of using a validated specific DOAC test for patients with bleeding; and (3) assessing the cost-effectiveness, acceptability, and feasibility of implementing a validated specific DOAC test during bleeding management.
Transitions between anticoagulants
Question: For patients transitioning from DOAC to VKA, should LMWH or UFH "bridging therapy" vs overlapping DOAC therapy be used until the INR is within the therapeutic range?
Recommendation 10
For patients transitioning from DOAC to VKA, the ASH guideline panel suggests overlapping DOAC and VKA therapy until the INR is within the therapeutic range over using LMWHor UFH-bridging therapy (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews but did identify 3 studies [114] [115] [116] that included patients with atrial fibrillation, not VTE, transitioning from DOAC therapy to VKA therapy at the conclusion of RCTs. Three studies reported mortality outcomes, but only in the group overlapping DOAC during the transition to VKA [114] [115] [116] ; 1 study reported development of thromboembolic stroke 115 ; and 1 study reported development of hemorrhagic stroke. 115 No studies reported outcomes related to quality-of-life impairment. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/ profile/b1889d83-5875-453f-b047-fb742c25e43e.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. The effect of LMWH-bridging therapy on mortality risk during the transition from DOAC to VKA could not be estimated because data on deaths during the 30-day follow-up period were not available for the intervention group, leaving very low certainty regarding the impact of the alternative management strategies.
Harms and burden. LMWH-bridging therapy during the transition from DOAC to VKA may increase the risk for VTE compared with overlapping DOAC therapy (RR, 5.58 [95% CI, 1.32-23.65]; ARR, 20 more events per 1000 [95% CI, 1 more to 98 more per 1000]; very low certainty). In the eligible studies, the LMWHbridging strategy was implemented only when the patient was at high thromboembolic risk; thus, intervention and control groups had important differences. The intervention was associated with a lower major bleeding risk (ARR, 1 fewer event per 1000), but no reliable RR and 95% CI could be estimated because very few bleeding events were observed and none occurred in the LMWH-bridging group, leaving very low certainty evidence regarding the risk of adverse effects.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. LMWH-bridging therapy is more expensive than overlapping DOAC therapy, potentially disadvantaging patients in lower socioeconomic strata. Patients may prefer DOAC overlap, as they would avoid the inconvenience and expense of LMWH injections. Careful INR monitoring during transitions to VKA is always required, regardless of bridging strategy.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
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. For personal use only on April 4, 2019. by guest www.bloodadvances.org From overlapping DOAC with VKA alone remains very uncertain, but use of LMWH is certain to increase burden and cost. In an anonymous vote of 9 eligible panel members, 6 voted for a conditional recommendation against LMWH-bridging therapy, and 3 voted for a conditional recommendation for either LMWH-bridging therapy or overlapping DOAC. To minimize DOAC interference with the INR, the panel suggests measuring the INR just before the next DOAC dose if overlapping DOAC therapy is used. However, providers will need to be aware of the varying potential among DOACs to influence INR results. Ultimately, the strategy for transitioning from DOAC to VKA should be based on patient preference and willingness to use and ability to afford injections.
The panel identified the following research priority: sufficiently powered pragmatic clinical trials comparing thromboembolic and bleeding outcomes for DOAC overlap vs LMWH-bridging therapy for patients transitioning from DOAC to VKA.
Use of specialized AMSs
Question: For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, should specialized AMS care vs care provided by the patient's regular health care provider be used for anticoagulation management?
Recommendation 11
For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using specialized AMS care rather than care provided by the patient's regular health care provider (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found evidence from both RCTs and observational studies and systematic reviews addressing this question. There was considerable discussion among panel members regarding the type of evidence that best represented the outcomes of contemporary anticoagulant therapy. Evidence summaries prepared for RCTs and observational studies revealed that evidence certainty was very low regardless of study type. After careful review of the included studies, the panel decided to use evidence summarized from observational studies, as these best reflected real-world anticoagulation therapy management practices. Although not required under ASH policy, 4 panelists, including the chair (N.P.C., Ann Wittkowski, J.S., and D.M.W.), recused themselves from making judgments about the evidence or deciding the recommendation thereafter, because they viewed their roles as directors of large anticoagulation clinics to be a professional and/or intellectual conflict of interest. R.N. led the panel discussion assessing both RCT and observational evidence instead of D.M.W.
We included eligible studies from a systematic review comparing the effectiveness of pharmacist-managed AMS with other models. 117 The search was updated from 2015 onward and also to include studies evaluating AMS models other than those staffed by pharmacists, yielding a total of 29 observational studies. All studies included outcomes for patients on anticoagulants (mostly VKA) who received AMS care compared with those who received management coordinated by their regular health care provider. One RCT reported on quality-of-life impairment during 30 days of followup using the EuroQoL instrument, whereas no observational studies reported on this outcome. 147 Two observational studies assessed medication adherence for patients taking DOACs. 130, 139 The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/ B936B888-511A-8A14-A111-9B7DAF184C41.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Studies assessing mortality found no difference between those receiving AMS care and the care provided by their regular health care provider (RR, 0. 97 . Quality of life as measured by the EuroQoL change score from baseline to follow-up was the same in groups receiving care from AMSs and those receiving care from their regular health care providers. 147 Patients enrolled in AMS had higher TTR than patients cared for by their regular health care provider (MD, 3.51% higher [95% CI, 2.74% higher to 4.28% higher]; very low certainty).
Harms and burden. AMS care possibly reduced the risk for major bleeding in patients that were at average risk for bleeding, but the estimate is imprecise, and the CI includes no effect (RR, 0.66 [95% CI, 0.42-1.03]; ARR, 6 fewer episodes per 1000 [95% CI, 10 fewer to 1 more episodes per 1000]; very low certainty).
Other EtD criteria and considerations. The panel estimated moderate resource requirements associated with AMS care, mainly secondary to personnel costs. Several studies indicated that AMS care is cost-effective compared with care provided by the patient's regular health care provider; however, these studies were of very low quality and generally did not take into account startup costs associated with establishing an AMS. 122, 143, [148] [149] [150] [151] The option to refer patients to an AMS might help practitioners feel more confident prescribing anticoagulation therapy. On the other hand, if the AMS is situated in a hospital, rural patients' out-of-pocket costs for visits might be higher. Given these competing impacts, the panel was not able to determine the effect of AMS care on health equity. The panel agreed that in general, AMS care seems acceptable to patients and providers, but the willingness of health system administrators to dedicate funds to setting up and running an AMS was less certain, especially considering that DOAC management based on AMS has been less well studied.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that there is very low certainty evidence for a net health benefit from using AMS care over the care usually provided by a patient's regular health care provider for VTE treatment. Based on the body of available evidence, it is likely that AMS care reduces the risk of developing recurrent VTE and 3272 WITT et al 27 NOVEMBER 2018 x VOLUME 2, NUMBER 22
. For personal use only on April 4, 2019. by guest www.bloodadvances.org From possibly also major bleeding, as well as improving TTR. There is very low certainty that AMS care has an effect on mortality. The panel agreed that this recommendation mainly applies to patients using VKA, as all but 2 of the studies focused on VKA treatment. Furthermore, AMS is most likely to be beneficial when implemented in a population with inadequate TTR managed by nonspecialized providers. Decision-makers should consider the upfront costs of setting up the AMS as well as costs to maintain the service. The panel also noted that AMS can provide specialized consulting and education for health care providers in the region, thereby potentially enhancing anticoagulation management beyond the service's direct patient management. AMS providers should keep track of the service's TTR as well as anticoagulation-related clinical outcomes for their patients. Health care providers referring patients to an AMS should keep track of whether they attended the AMS.
With regard to research priorities, the panel determined that RCT evidence needs to be strengthened to be considered superior to the reported observational evidence. Cluster RCTs are needed that are appropriately randomized, enroll patients before unblinding of allocation, are sufficiently powered to detect a difference in clinical outcomes using blinded outcome assessment (including the followup time after dropping out of AMS care), use a consistent definition or elements of AMS, and address the impact of AMS for patients receiving DOAC therapy.
Structured patient education
Question: For patients receiving oral anticoagulation therapy for VTE treatment, should supplementary patient education be offered vs no supplementary patient education?
Recommendation 12
For patients receiving oral anticoagulation therapy for VTE treatment, the ASH guideline panel suggests using supplementary patient education in addition to basic education for patients receiving oral anticoagulation for VTE treatment (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. This question specifically evaluated whether educational interventions over and above what most patients receive from health care providers (eg, the prescriber and/or dispensing pharmacist) in the usual course of anticoagulant prescribing improves anticoagulation therapy outcomes. We found 1 systematic review evaluating the impact of supplemental patient education on outcomes that concluded that there was not sufficient evidence to support supplemental patient education to improve outcomes for patients with VTE. 152 The quality of evidence included in this review was deemed to have very low certainty; therefore, we sought additional studies that might provide more information. We included 8 RCTs evaluating patients receiving anticoagulation therapy that tested various educational interventions. 33, [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] One study reported the effect of supplemental education interventions on mortality 154 ; 3 studies each reported thromboembolic 154, 155, 158 and bleeding 33, 154, 158 outcomes. Three studies assessed the impact of supplemental education interventions on TTR for patients receiving VKA therapy. 33, 155, 159 Five studies reported change in various knowledge assessment scores following the educational intervention. 153, [156] [157] [158] [159] The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/ 17f7766f-74b7-462f-9041-f509df9c7d6a. Other EtD criteria and considerations. The guideline panel determined that the uncertainty about resources required to implement this intervention is large, depending on the nature of the intervention itself. Some interventions consisted of a 5-minute video, 157 whereas others involved 20 to 30 minutes of one-on-one teaching. 158 The cost-effectiveness of supplemental education could not be determined, as there were no available studies. The panel agreed that individual patients will have different experiences when supplemental education is delivered, in part due to differences in the manner in which health care providers deliver the intervention. There may also be differences between patients receiving DOACs and those receiving VKA, given that patients on DOACs may not receive the same level of follow-up or may be less likely to receive care in specialized AMSs. According to some panel members, supplemental education might increase health care equity if it is uniformly administered in a consistent way; others thought that equitable delivery is unlikely. The panel agreed that this intervention is probably acceptable to key stakeholders, including patients, health care providers, and payers (although payers may be less accepting due to lack of clear benefit), and is also feasible to implement for most patients, although less so for patients with low health literacy or those whose primary language differs from that of the educational material.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that there is a very low certainty in evidence for a net health benefit from using supplemental educational interventions. Not surprisingly, supplemental education increased performance on knowledge assessments; however, the panel viewed the importance of this outcome as uncertain relative to actual clinical outcomes. This recommendation places a high value on a very uncertain benefit of the education intervention and a low value on avoiding the burden and cost associated with the intervention. 
Efforts to improve anticoagulantmedication adherence
Question: For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for VTE, should interventions to improve adherence (eg, refill reminders and INR reminders) vs usual care be used?
In general, adherence to prescribed medication regimens is associated with improved clinical outcomes for patients with chronic conditions, and nonadherence is associated with higher rates of hospital admissions, suboptimal health outcomes, increased morbidity and mortality, and increased health care costs. 160, 161 Initially, we searched for any evidence regarding specific interventions to improve anticoagulation therapy adherence (eg, refill reminders and INR reminders). We searched only for RCTs and identified 3 RCTs addressing specific interventions designed to improve adherence, and we prepared separate EtD frameworks for each adherence intervention (recommendations 13a through 13d).
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Recommendation 13a
For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using a daily lottery (between a 1-in-5 and 1-in-100 chance of a monetary reward each day if a pill compartment on a sophisticated electronic medication monitoring system is accessed) to improve medication adherence (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. Two RCTs reported the effect of a daily lottery-based incentive intervention for patients using VKA. 162, 163 In the lottery arm, participants had between a 1-in-5 and a 1-in-100 chance of a monetary reward each day if they opened the pill compartment on a sophisticated electronic medication monitoring system and confirmed that they took their warfarin as prescribed that day. The main outcome was anticoagulation control, as measured by out-of-range INRs, and secondary outcomes included mortality, bleeding, and thromboembolic events. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/ e5b45031-b8d4-4f50-8472-6617781ff3e3.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. per 1000 [95% CI, 24 fewer to 249 more]; very low certainty) were all higher in the daily lottery intervention group than in controls, but the CIs were extremely wide, including both appreciable benefit and great harm.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. Resource requirements for the daily lottery would be large because the use of an electronic medication monitoring system would be required for each patient, and the cost for monetary prizes averaged $3 per patient per day. Furthermore, the panel determined that health equity would probably be reduced by the intervention, key stakeholders would probably not find a daily lottery acceptable, and given the requirement for specialized equipment, the intervention is probably not feasible to implement in most settings.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Given that no evidence supports the benefit of the lottery approach, the likely high costs, and the probable lack of acceptability and feasibility, the panel suggests against using the lottery. This recommendation should not be interpreted to mean that interventions aimed at improving anticoagulant adherence are not important. Successful strategies used to improve medication adherence in other chronic disease states have included (1) ensuring access to providers across the continuum of care and implementing teambased care (see recommendation 11); (2) educating and empowering patients to understand the treatment regimen and its benefits (see recommendation 12); (3) reducing barriers to obtaining medication, including cost reduction and efforts to retain or reengage patients in care; and (4) use of health information technology tools to improve decision-making and communication during and after office visits (see recommendations 3 and 4). 165 The panel identified the following additional research priority: development and testing of adherence interventions that are acceptable, feasible, and affordable, especially for patients on DOAC or on VKA and not considered eligible for PST or PSM, and determining the impact of those interventions on clinical outcomes and cost-effectiveness.
Recommendation 13b
For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using electronic reminders (daily alarm via an electronic medication monitoring system) to improve medication adherence (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation applies specifically to a sophisticated alert system used in the study evaluated by the panel.
Summary of the evidence. One RCT reported the effect of an electronic medication monitoring system with a daily alarm to remind patients to take their anticoagulant medication as scheduled. 162 The main outcome was anticoagulation control, as measured by out-of-range INRs, and secondary outcomes included mortality, bleeding, and thromboembolic events. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/92492887-D3C0-CAC2-BEEE-D88978A91C30.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available 3274 Harms and burden. There was no effect of electronic reminders on mortality and PE/DVT because these outcomes did not occur in any study patient. There was no difference in major bleeding between the electronic reminders group and controls (RR, 1.02 [95% CI, 0.27-3.89]; ARR, 1 more episode per 1000 [95% CI, 45 fewer to 178 more per 1000]; very low certainty).
Other EtD criteria and considerations. Resource requirements for the electronic reminder system would be large. Furthermore, the panel determined that given the requirement for specialized equipment, the intervention is probably not feasible to implement in most settings.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Given the large uncertainty regarding net health benefit/harm from using electronic reminders to improve adherence to anticoagulation therapy for patients receiving treatment of VTE, the high costs, and the probable lack of feasibility, the panel suggests against using electronic reminders. See recommendation 13a for additional comments regarding adherence interventions in general and research needs pertaining to this recommendation.
Recommendation 13c
For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel recommends against using a daily lottery (see recommendation 13a) plus electronic reminders (see recommendation 13b) to improve medication adherence (strong recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation applies specifically to a sophisticated alert system used in the study evaluated by the panel.
Summary of the evidence. One RCT reported the effect of a daily lottery-based incentive intervention combined with an electronic medication monitoring system with a daily alarm to remind patients to take their anticoagulant medication as scheduled. 162 The main outcome was anticoagulation control as measured by out-of-range INRs, and secondary outcomes included mortality, bleeding, and thromboembolic events. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep. gradepro.org/profile/06290825-AF53-134F-9191-7E26113C0FDA.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. The percentage time outside of the INR range was lower in the group with the daily lottery plus electronic reminder than in controls, but the CI was wide and included no effect (adjusted OR for likelihood of being out of INR range, 0.77 [95% CI, 0.54-1.09]; very low certainty). There was no difference in median days with incorrect adherence between the group with the daily lottery plus electronic reminder and the control group (difference in the fully adjusted model for percentage incorrect adherence, 24.6% [95% CI, 211.1 to 1.9]; very low certainty).
Harms and burden. There was no effect of a daily lottery plus electronic reminders on mortality and PE/DVT because these outcomes did not occur in any study patient. There was no difference in major bleeding between the daily lottery plus electronic reminder group and control (RR, Other EtD criteria and considerations. Resource requirements for the daily lottery would be large because the use of an electronic medication monitoring system would be required for each patient, and cost for monetary prizes averaged $3 per patient per day. Furthermore, key stakeholders would probably not find a daily lottery acceptable, and given the requirement for specialized equipment, the intervention is probably not feasible to implement in most settings.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The panel decided on a strong recommendation against the intervention based on very low quality evidence pointing toward harm for all critical outcomes and on the intervention having high costs and probably not being acceptable or feasible. The GRADE approach includes situations in which strong recommendations are warranted despite very low certainty in evidence about the effects, including situations where the panel determined there is high certainty that cost of the intervention outweighs any potential benefits. 166 See recommendation 13a for additional comments regarding adherence interventions in general and research needs pertaining to this recommendation.
Recommendation 13d
For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests against using visual medication schedules (provided to patients at each visit, along with brief counseling) to improve medication adherence (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. One RCT reported the effect of a visual medication schedule provided to patients at each visit, along with brief counseling. 164 The main outcome was the time elapsed before achieving target anticoagulant control. Secondary outcomes included TTR during the 90-day study period, mortality, and hospitalizations. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/0CF6E4C9-8344-A5B0-B8CA-1ECEC061E826.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Compared with controls, a visual medication schedule modestly increased TTR, but the CI included no effect (MD, 2.6% higher [95% CI, 7.6% lower to 12.9% higher]; very low certainty). There was no effect of a visual medication schedule on PE/DVT because these outcomes did not occur in any study patient.
Harms and burden. The estimate of the intervention on mortality was unreliable as only 1 death occurred in the study (ARR, 14 more per 1000; very low certainty). Hospitalization was increased in those using the visual medication schedule ( Other EtD criteria and considerations. The intervention was feasible to implement, as it is currently being used in some settings. Although costs have not been formally assessed, they are likely moderate.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Given that the net health benefit/harm from using a visual medication schedule to improve adherence to anticoagulation therapy for patients receiving treatment of VTE remains very uncertain and the costs are moderate, the panel suggests against using visual medication schedules as defined in the included study. See recommendation 13a for additional comments regarding adherence interventions in general and research needs pertaining to this recommendation.
Invasive procedure management
Question: For patients at low to moderate risk of recurrent VTE who require interruption of VKA therapy for invasive procedures, should periprocedural bridging with LMWH or UHF vs interruption of VKA therapy alone be used?
Recommendation 14
For patients at low to moderate risk of recurrent VTE (see Table 4 ) who require interruption of VKA therapy for invasive procedures, the ASH guideline panel recommends against periprocedural bridging with LMWH or UHF in favor of interruption of VKA alone (strong recommendation based on moderate certainty in the evidence about effects ÅÅÅ ◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found 1 systematic review that addressed this question, 167 but we did not use any studies in the evidence for this question because (1) they evaluated patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for mixed indications, and isolating the minority of patients with low to moderate risk of recurrent VTE was not possible, or (2) the studies included only patients with indications for anticoagulation therapy other than VTE. We identified 2 additional relevant studies. 168, 169 Mortality, recurrent VTE, and clinically relevant bleeding outcomes were derived from an observational study that included patients receiving warfarin therapy for treatment of VTE who required anticoagulation interruption for invasive procedures. 168 The other study was an RCT evaluating uninterrupted vs interrupted anticoagulation during pacemaker or defibrillator surgery and reported patient satisfaction (a surrogate measure of quality-of-life impairment) and delay of intervention as outcomes. 169 Although only 5% of patients in this study had VTE as the indication for anticoagulation therapy, the evidence for these outcomes was considered relevant for our population of interest. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/ profile/510d8142-f0d4-47f4-8998-e153cec6018f.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. There was no effect of bridging therapy on mortality risk because no deaths occurred during the 30-day follow-up period in either group (low certainty evidence). Bridging with LMWH may reduce the risk for any recurrent VTE, but the effect, if present, is probably very small, and the relative effect CI includes both important benefit and important harm. Because very few events occur for patients at low to moderate risk for recurrent VTE, the magnitude of the absolute effect, whatever the true relative effect, will be very small, and the certainty in evidence for recurrent VTE was upgraded (RR, 0.34 [95% CI, 0.02-6.58]; ARR, 2 fewer DVTs per 1000 [95% CI, 2 fewer to 13 more per 1000; moderate certainty). Other EtD criteria and considerations. The resource requirements associated with LMWH bridging are likely to be large, driven by the LMWH cost, complexity of teaching patients the intervention, and management of bleeding events.
Harms
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
When the evidence for this question was weighed, a much higher value was placed on the risk for bleeding, which has been consistently associated with LMWH bridging in available studies, than on the possible reduction in the risk of recurrent VTE, which in this patient population is very small. The panel was confident that that the desirable effects of LMWH bridging are outweighed by the undesirable effects and that a strong recommendation against LMWH bridging was warranted. This recommendation does not apply to patients requiring VKA therapy for indications in addition to VTE (eg, mechanical heart valves).
The panel identified the following additional research priority: sufficiently powered RCTs comparing LMWH/UFH bridging vs VKA interruption alone in VTE patients at high recurrent VTE risk undergoing an invasive procedure.
Question: For patients interrupting DOAC therapy for scheduled invasive procedures, should performing laboratory testing for DOAC anticoagulant effect be used vs interrupting DOAC therapy alone?
Recommendation 15
For patients interrupting DOAC therapy for scheduled invasive procedures, the ASH guideline panel suggests against performing laboratory testing for DOAC anticoagulant effect prior to procedures (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews but did identify 5 individual studies that included patients receiving DOAC therapy, mostly for atrial fibrillation, who required temporary interruption of anticoagulation for an invasive procedure. [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] No studies directly compared outcomes for patients interrupting DOAC therapy for invasive procedures in which laboratory testing to assess DOAC anticoagulant effect was 3276 WITT et al 27 NOVEMBER 2018 x VOLUME 2, NUMBER 22
. For personal use only on April 4, 2019. by guest www.bloodadvances.org From and was not performed prior to the procedure; thus, intervention and control studies represent different populations. Event rates for the intervention groups 171, 172, 174 came from different studies than the event rate for the control groups. 170, 173 Three studies reported mortality outcomes, 170, 171, 174 and 5 studies reported development of any thromboembolism and major bleeding. [170] [171] [172] [173] [174] No studies reported quality of life or delays in procedure outcomes. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/ profile/ee27563e-0db8-464d-ae48-0e72bec3da3b.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Indirect comparison of the available evidence from separate studies showed that laboratory testing to assess DOAC effect prior to invasive procedures may or may not reduce mortality (RR, 0. Harms and burden. Indirect comparison of the available evidence from separate studies showed that laboratory testing to assess DOAC effect prior to invasive procedures had no effect on the risk of major bleeding compared with interrupting DOAC alone (RR, 0.87 [95% CI, 0.40-1.90]; ARR, 2 fewer events per 1000 [95% CI, 10 fewer to 15 more per 1000]; very low certainty).
Other EtD criteria and considerations. There is very little evidence bearing on other EtD criteria.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The net health benefit/harm from laboratory testing to assess DOAC effect prior to scheduled invasive procedures compared with interrupting DOAC therapy remains very uncertain. Furthermore, the clinical use of DOAC tests is not well established, and there is no evidence to support a beneficial effect. Therefore, the panel made a conditional suggestion against confirming the absence of DOAC effect prior to proceeding with scheduled invasive procedures. Confirming the absence of DOAC affect may be advisable in scenarios where anticoagulant effect may be prolonged (eg, patients with renal dysfunction and/or on interacting drugs), when DOAC interruption cannot be reliably confirmed by the patient/caregiver (eg, urgent or emergent invasive procedures), or for patients undergoing a procedure that entails a very high risk of bleeding. It is advisable not to rely on any single (either pharmacokinetic or laboratory) strategy in isolation to assess DOAC effect prior to procedures but instead to use a comprehensive approach to assessing, confirming, and communicating DOAC cessation of therapy among the patient and all providers involved.
The panel identified the following additional research priorities: (1) developing validated specific DOAC effect tests, particularly those that can be performed rapidly and, ideally, at the point of care; (2) testing the effect on clinical outcomes of using a validated specific DOAC test with prespecified thresholds at which patients on DOACs can safely proceed to surgery or invasive diagnostic procedures; (3) assessing the cost-effectiveness, acceptability, and feasibility of implementing a validated specific DOAC test.
Excessive anticoagulation and bleeding management. Question: For patients receiving VKA for treatment of VTE with INRs of .4.5 but ,10 and without clinically relevant bleeding, should temporary cessation of VKA plus administration of vitamin K vs temporary cessation of VKA alone be used?
Recommendation 16
For patients receiving VKA for treatment of VTE with INRs of .4.5 but ,10 and without clinically relevant bleeding, the ASH guideline panel suggests using temporary cessation of VKA alone without the addition of vitamin K (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We included eligible studies from the most recent systematic review in nonbleeding patients who did and did not receive oral vitamin K for an INR of .4.5 but ,10 (or the upper limit of the laboratory INR readout). 175 The search was updated from 2006 onward, yielding a total of 5 RCTs. [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] Three studies reported the effect of vitamin K administration on mortality, 176, 177, 179 2 studies reported on development of any thromboembolism and major bleeding, 176,179 1 study reported the outcome of DVT, 176 and 5 studies reported the proportion of patients who reached various INR goal ranges. [176] [177] [178] [179] [180] No studies reported the outcomes of emergency department visits, hospitalization, or qualityof-life impairment. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep. gradepro.org/profile/a457eb13-cb1d-40a8-a081-5e0c535d2a49.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Administration of oral vitamin K in addition to withholding VKA did not reduce the risk of all-cause mortality compared with withholding VKA alone (RR, active-ingredient content of available OTC vitamin K formulations (available OTC tablet strengths would require the administration of many tablets to achieve recommended doses, and there have been reports that some OTC brands contain less or more actual vitamin K than advertised on the product label).
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Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation. Based on the low quality of the available evidence, the guideline panel remained uncertain regarding the net benefit associated with administration of oral vitamin K in addition to withholding VKA doses for patients presenting with INRs between 4.5 and 10.0 (or the upper limit of the laboratory readout). Given the high cost of prescription oral vitamin K tablets in the United States and the variable vitamin K content of available OTC products, the panel conditionally recommends against administering oral vitamin K. Administration of oral vitamin K might be considered for patients at high risk of developing bleeding complications (eg, those who have undergone recent surgical procedures) or in situations where the INR is expected to be prolonged for a longer period of time (eg, intentional overdose, presence of interacting drugs, or very low weekly VKA dose requirement). Data for VKAs other than warfarin are limited, reducing confidence in this recommendation for patients treated with phenprocoumon, which has a longer half-life than warfarin.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) Is withholding VKA alone a safe and effective option for patients presenting with INRs of .10.0 in the absence of bleeding? (2) What is the minimum amount of oral vitamin K required to reverse the hypoprothrombinemic effect of VKA? (3) Can dietary sources of vitamin K (eg, broccoli, spinach, etc) be used to manage excessive VKA anticoagulation in nonbleeding patients?
Question: For patients with life-threatening bleeding during VKA treatment of VTE, should 4-factor PCC vs FFP be used, in addition to cessation of VKA and IV vitamin K?
Recommendation 17
For patients with life-threatening bleeding during VKA treatment of VTE who have an elevated INR, the ASH guideline panel suggests using 4-factor PCC rather than FFP, in addition to cessation of VKA and IV vitamin K (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We included eligible studies from the most recent systematic review for patients presenting with VKA-associated bleeding who received PCC vs FFP in addition to vitamin K and temporary cessation of VKA. 182 The search was updated from 2016 onward, yielding 3 eligible RCTs. [183] [184] [185] Additional studies included in the systematic review proved ineligible because patients needed VKA reversal for urgent or semiurgent surgery and not because of bleeding.
Three studies reported the effect of PCC vs FFP on mortality, [183] [184] [185] 2 studies reported on development of any thromboembolism and major bleeding, 184, 185 1 study reported the outcomes of PE and DVT, 185 2 studies reported on volume overload (this outcome was not originally prioritized but was felt by the panel to be an important outcome for consideration), 183 Other EtD criteria and considerations. In the United States, the upfront cost of PCC is approximately threefold higher than that of FFP; in Europe, however, FFP upfront costs are higher than those of PCC. Reduction of potentially severe transfusionassociated circulatory overload reactions reduces the cost and should be factored into the resource use equation. 186 In addition, FFP requires additional staff time to prepare and administer. A costeffectiveness analysis based on a systematic review and UK National Health Service perspective estimated that the cost per quality-adjusted life-year gained with PCC vs FFP was £3000 or less, depending on hemorrhage type. 187 Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation. The guideline panel's assessment was that the benefits and harms with 4-factor PCC vs FFP were balanced based on very low evidence. Nevertheless, the panel favored 4-factor PCC over FFP because of ease of administration, the increased probability of achieving a near-normalized INR, and the lower risk of volume overload. The panel determined that this recommendation most directly applies to intracranial bleeding, where speed of reversal is likely to be a particularly important consideration.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What is the cost-effectiveness of 4-factor PCC vs FFP from the payer perspective in various health care systems? (2) What is the true magnitude of increased thromboembolic risk associated with 4-factor PCC administration compared with the same risk for patients treated with FFP?
Question: For patients with life-threatening bleeding during oral direct Xa inhibitor treatment of VTE, should cessation of direct Xa inhibitor plus reversal of the direct Xa inhibitor anticoagulant effect vs cessation of direct Xa inhibitor alone be used?
This question aimed to evaluate management options for lifethreatening bleeding related to administration of an oral direct Xa inhibitor. Two approaches have emerged for this situation, administration of 4-factor PCC and administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo (formerly known as andexanet alpha). These approaches have not been directly compared, and the panel was unable to provide a judgment regarding which is preferred and therefore made independent recommendations regarding each intervention.
Recommendation 18a
For patients with life-threatening bleeding during oral direct Xa inhibitor treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using either 4-factor PCC administration as an addition to cessation of oral direct Xa inhibitor or cessation of oral direct Xa inhibitor alone (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding. No data are available comparing the efficacy of 4-factor PCC and coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo. The guideline panel offers no recommendation for 1 approach over the other.
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews that addressed this question, but we identified 8 individual studies. 106, 110, 113, [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] Eligible studies included patients receiving direct Xa inhibitors who were experiencing major bleeding and reported the effect of 4-factor PCC on mortality, ineffective bleeding management, and thromboembolic complications. 106, 110, 113, [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/ profile/2ec6099d-9b00-4bac-bc31-34653ee10737.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Because a suitable comparator group was not available, the panel was unable to make a judgment on the benefits of 4-factor PCC on outcomes associated with life-threatening bleeding during oral direct Xa inhibitor therapy for VTE.
Harms and burden. Because a suitable comparator group was not available, the panel was unable to make a judgment on the harms and burdens of 4-factor PCC on outcomes associated with life-threatening bleeding during oral direct Xa inhibitor therapy.
Studies did report that bleeding either worsened or did not improve in 32% of patients receiving 4-factor PCC.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. There was very limited evidence to inform other considerations.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Lack of evidence left the net health benefit/harm from using 4-factor PCC as an addition to cessation of direct Xa inhibitors very uncertain. The ASH guideline panel therefore suggests that either 4-factor PCC administration as an addition to temporary cessation of oral direct Xa inhibitor or cessation of oral direct Xa inhibitor alone be used for patients with life-threatening bleeding during treatment of VTE (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence). In a life-threatening situation, the experience and judgment of the prescriber weighing individual risks and benefits would likely be the deciding factors. This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding because cost likely outweighs potential benefit and there is likely a small but quantifiable increased risk of thromboembolism associated with administration of PCC. 193 The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What clinical parameters define the need for intervention with 4-factor PCC over withholding oral direct Xa inhibitor alone? (2) What is the comparative effectiveness of 4-factor PCC in real-world patients presenting with potentially life-threatening oral direct Xa inhibitorassociated bleeding vs withholding direct Xa inhibitor alone?.
Recommendation 18b
For patients with life-threatening bleeding during oral direct Xa inhibitor treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo in addition to cessation of oral direct Xa inhibitor rather than no coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding. No data are available comparing the efficacy of 4-factor PCC and coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo. The guideline panel offers no recommendation for 1 approach over the other.
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews that addressed this question but identified a single study that measured relevant outcomes for patients receiving direct Xa inhibitors who were experiencing major bleeding. 194 The eligible study reported the effect of administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo on mortality, ineffective bleeding management, and thromboembolic complications. 194 The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep. gradepro.org/profile/8FD0D118-359D-B5A1-A933-FB225270E86A.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Because a suitable comparator group was not available, the panel was unable to judge the benefits of administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo on outcomes associated with life-threatening bleeding during direct Xa inhibitor therapy.
Harms and burden. Because a suitable comparator group was not available, the panel was unable to judge the harms and burdens of administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), Other EtD criteria and considerations. Costs of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo are extremely high (estimated at $27 500 to $50 000 for the bolus dose in the United States). Access to coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo is also uncertain, due to issues pertaining to the manufacturing process. Administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo in the setting of life-threatening bleeding is likely to be somewhat complicated but is probably feasible in the hospital setting.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
Based on the absence of data for the comparator, very low certainty evidence from 1 observational study, and the extremely high cost of the intervention, the panel could not come to a unanimous decision. Voting resulted in a conditional recommendation for administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo, primarily based on the evidence for direct Xa inhibitor reversal and biological plausibility of preventing worsening of bleeding for widely used anticoagulants, the direct Xa inhibitors, using a specific reversal agent. Whether coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivatedzhzo is associated with excess thromboembolism is unknown. This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding, because the cost likely outweighs potential benefit.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What is the comparative effectiveness of administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo in the setting of direct Xa inhibitor-associated life-threatening bleeding compared with cessation of direct Xa inhibitor alone? (2) What is the costeffectiveness of administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo using pharmacoeconomic modeling based on comparative data and the actual costs of the intervention? (3) What is the relative benefit of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo compared with alternate interventions such as nonspecific procoagulants (antifibrinolytics and/or PCCs)? (4) Would a rapidly available test for anti-Xa effect prevent administration of coagulation factor Xa (recombinant), inactivated-zhzo to patients who do not have significant Xa inhibitor concentrations?
Question: For patients with life-threatening bleeding during dabigatran treatment of VTE, should cessation of dabigatran plus idarucizumab administration vs cessation of dabigatran alone be used?
Recommendation 19
For patients with life-threatening bleeding during dabigatran treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using idarucizumab in addition to cessation of dabigatran rather than no idarucizumab (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding.
Summary of the evidence. We found no systematic reviews addressing this question but identified 3 relevant observational studies. Two studies included an intervention arm only (idarucizumab), [195] [196] [197] and 1 study included a control arm only (none of the patients received idarucizumab). 109 We combined the number of events and the total number of patients from the 3 studies to calculate a relative effect. All studies included patients receiving dabigatran presenting with life-threatening bleeding; 1 study 195 included some patients who were not bleeding but required urgent dabigatran reversal for invasive procedures. All studies reported the outcomes of life-threatening bleeding associated with dabigatran therapy, including death, worsening and/or recurrence of bleeding, and thromboembolic complications. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/ profile/b1deb68f-2ed2-4734-bb86-0a66117969cd.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Idarucizumab administration may or may not reduce the mortality risk (RR, 0.47 [95% CI, 0.14- Harms and burden. There were 5 VTE events (3 DVTs and 2 PEs) reported following idarucizumab administration in 1 study. 195 Estimating the relative and absolute risk estimates was not possible, as there were no VTEs in the comparison group. The certainty in these estimated effects is very low.
Other EtD criteria and considerations. The acquisition cost of idarucizumab is considerable, although no formal economic analyses are available.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
There is very low certainty evidence for a net health benefit from using idarucizumab to manage life-threatening bleeding for patients receiving dabigatran therapy for VTE, mandating a conditional recommendation. Some panel members were concerned about the possibility of VTE following idarucizumab administration. Furthermore, this recommendation does not apply to patients with non-lifethreatening bleeding, as the cost likely outweighs the potential benefit.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What variables define the need for intervention with idarucizumab over withholding dabigatran alone? (2) What is the comparative effectiveness of idarucizumab in real-world patients presenting with potentially life-threatening dabigatran-associated bleeding compared with dabigatran cessation alone? (3) Would the use of a rapidly available test for a dabigatran effect prevent administration of idarucizumab to patients who do not have significant dabigatran concentrations?
Question: For patients with life-threatening bleeding during LMWH or UFH treatment of VTE, should cessation of LMWH or UFH plus protamine vs cessation of LMWH or UFH alone be used?
Recommendation 20
For patients with life-threatening bleeding during LMWH or UFH treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel suggests using protamine in addition to cessation of LMWH or UFH rather than no protamine (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ). Remark: This recommendation does not apply to non-life-threatening bleeding. [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] Most studies did not specify whether "heparin" included UFH or LMWH; therefore, we could not analyze according to heparin subgroup. Given that only 74 patients receiving protamine were included in the RCTs, the panel elected to consider only the evidence from the observational studies.
Six studies reported the effect of protamine administration on mortality, 205, 206, 209, 210, 212, 214 10 studies reported development of major bleeding, 203, [205] [206] [207] [208] [209] [211] [212] [213] [214] 10 studies assessed the risk of stroke, [203] [204] [205] [206] [207] [209] [210] [211] 213, 214 and 6 studies reported the risk of myocardial infarction. [205] [206] [207] [212] [213] [214] No studies reported the risk of PE or DVT. The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep. gradepro.org/profile/770de24b-7077-4e3d-a7b9-cd7f401d31b4. Other EtD criteria and considerations. Compared with planned use of protamine at the conclusion of an invasive procedure, the panel considered that in a life-threatening bleeding situation, ordering protamine and having it prepared and infused may prove more difficult. Therefore, the feasibility of this intervention might vary according to whether centers perform invasive cardiac procedures where routine use of protamine is common.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that though there is very low certainty evidence for a net health benefit associated with administering protamine to patients receiving heparin (LMWH or UFH) who develop life-threatening bleeding in addition to heparin therapy cessation, the possibility of benefit warranted a conditional recommendation in favor of protamine administration. The recommendation does not, however, apply to patients with less serious bleeding when cessation of LMWH/UFH alone is likely to be sufficient. Although most studies did not specify whether "heparin" included UFH or LMWH, protamine should primarily be used for patients on UFH due to complete rather than partial reversal of the anticoagulant effect, as is seen with administration to patients who have been treated with LMWH. 13 The panel identified the following additional research question. What is the comparative effectiveness of protamine administration for management of life-threatening bleeding in VTE or other patients on UFH/LMWH compared with UFH/LMWH cessation alone?
Anticoagulant resumption following bleeding
Question: For patients receiving anticoagulant treatment of VTE who survive an episode of major bleeding, should resumption of oral anticoagulation therapy vs discontinuation of oral anticoagulation therapy be used?
Recommendation 21
For patients receiving anticoagulation therapy for VTE who survive an episode of major bleeding, the ASH guideline panel suggests resumption of oral anticoagulation therapy within 90 days rather than discontinuation of oral anticoagulation therapy (conditional recommendation based on very low certainty in the evidence about effects Å ◯◯◯ ).
Summary of the evidence. We included eligible studies from the most recent systematic review for patients who did and did not resume anticoagulation therapy after surviving an episode of gastrointestinal tract bleeding (GIB). 216 The search was updated from 2014 onward and expanded to include ICH, yielding a total of 17 observational studies. [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222] [223] [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] [233] Most studies compared outcomes for patients who did and did not resume anticoagulation therapy following a GIB or ICH episode. Follow-up periods varied between studies (range, 3 months to 10 years).
Six studies reported the effect of anticoagulation therapy resumption on all-cause mortality, 218, 219, 222, 229, 230, 233 6 studies reported development of PE, 218, 223, 225, 227, 229, 230 7 studies reported development of DVT, 219, 220, 223, 225, 227, 229, 230 9 studies reported the occurrence of VTE (PE, DVT, or both), [218] [219] [220] 222, 223, 225, 227, 229, 230 12 studies reported development of thromboembolism (including events other than VTE), [217] [218] [219] [220] 222, 223, 225, 227, [229] [230] [231] 233 and 14 studies reported worsening or new bleeding. [217] [218] [219] [220] 222, 223, 225, [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] [233] The EtD framework is shown online at https://dbep.gradepro.org/profile/098f8dae-062b-41b2-a51e-f7cc74379f3a.
Benefits. For benefits, see the evidence profile in the EtD framework referenced at the end of the previous section, available online. Resuming anticoagulation following GIB or ICH was associated with reduced risk of all-cause mortality (RR, 0. Other EtD criteria and considerations. There was very little evidence bearing on the other considerations. Whether the intervention is acceptable to key stakeholders likely varies: patient representatives on the panel were comfortable resuming anticoagulation therapy following bleeding, but providers were concerned about causing harm. The severity of the bleeding, presence of ongoing bleeding risk factors, and elapsed time since the bleeding episode were also felt to influence the acceptability of the intervention.
Conclusions and research needs for this recommendation.
The guideline panel determined that there is uncertainty regarding the net health benefit from resuming anticoagulation therapy after surviving a major bleeding episode. Although only very low certainty evidence is available, some panel members felt that the potential to avoid mortality was more important than increasing the risk of recurrent bleeding. This recommendation specifically applies to patients who require long-term or indefinite anticoagulation (ie, are at moderate to high risk for recurrent VTE, are not at high risk for recurrent bleeding, and are willing to continue anticoagulation therapy). The available evidence was insufficient to allow the panel to state with certainty the optimal timing of anticoagulation therapy resumption. However, the panel determined that waiting at least 2 weeks but not more than 90 days after the bleeding event is reasonable based on the intervals for restarting anticoagulation therapy examined in clinical studies and depending on the patient-specific risk factors for thrombosis and bleeding (eg, indication for anticoagulation therapy and type of bleeding event). Earlier resumption may be appropriate if the source of bleeding is identified and corrected.
The panel identified the following additional research questions. (1) What is the optimal timing of and what patient-specific factors should influence anticoagulation therapy resumption? (2) For patients who developed major bleeding during oral anticoagulant therapy, how does transition to an alternative anticoagulant influence the risk of bleeding recurrence? (3) What is the impact on mortality, recurrent VTE risk, and recurrent bleeding risk associated with resumption of anticoagulation therapy following extracranial bleeding from sites other than the gastrointestinal tract? (4) Is resuming anticoagulation therapy following major bleeding a cost-effective strategy?
Good practice statements: renal function monitoring
For patients with creatinine clearance of ,50 mL/min receiving DOAC therapy for treatment of VTE, the ASH guideline panel agrees that good practice includes renal function monitoring approximately every 3 months (ungraded good practice statement).
What are others saying and what is new in these ASH guidelines?
One other recent set of guidelines on the optimal management of anticoagulation therapy is available, issued by the 2012 American College of Chest Physicians (ACCP). 234 Major differences between the ASH guidelines and the ACCP guidelines include the consistent use of systematic reviews and EtD frameworks, which increase transparency, and the use of marker states to estimate the relative importance to patients of key outcomes of treatment.
Both ASH and ACCP guidelines suggest using longer INR recall intervals for patients receiving VKA therapy during periods of stable INR control. The ASH guidelines make a graded recommendation in favor of using AMS, whereas ACCP provided an ungraded best practice statement suggesting that health care providers who manage oral anticoagulation therapy should do so in a systematic and coordinated fashion, incorporating patient education, systematic INR testing, tracking, follow-up, and good patient communication of results and dosing decisions. Both ASH and ACCP guidelines favor PSM over other methods of INR monitoring; however, the ASH guidelines makes a strong recommendation for PSM, whereas the ACCP guidelines make a weak (or conditional) recommendation favoring PSM. For patients with renal insufficiency (creatinine clearance of ,30 mL/min), ACCP recommends using reduced LMWH doses over standard doses, whereas the ASH guidelines suggest against using anti-factor Xa monitoring to adjust LMWH doses in this patient population. These recommendations are complementary, suggesting that for patients with renal insufficiency, clinicians should use reduced LMWH doses without anti-factor Xa monitoring. Both ASH and ACCP guidelines suggest against administering vitamin K to patients presenting with INRs between 4.5 and 10.0 and no evidence of bleeding. Both guidelines suggest the administration of 4-factor PCC over FFP for patients with VKA-associated life-threatening bleeding.
The ASH guidelines include recommendations for optimal management of DOAC therapy, whereas the ACCP guidelines do not, as DOAC agents were introduced during the time when the ACCP guidelines were being prepared. Although both guidelines evaluated evidence pertaining to supplemental patient anticoagulant therapy education, only the ASH guidelines make a graded suggestion in favor of this intervention.
Limitations of these guidelines
The limitations of these guidelines are inherent in the low or very low certainty in the evidence we identified for many of the questions. In addition, clinicians may encounter clinical questions that were not included among those prioritized by the panel.
Revision or adaptation of the guidelines
Plans for updating these guidelines After publication of these guidelines, ASH will maintain them through surveillance for new evidence, ongoing review by experts, and regular revisions. 
